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Introduction

Accessibility

Wave energy is a young, growing industry with huge potential. Operations and
maintenance (O&M) is a vital area of research in the push to make wave farms a
commercial reality. An EngD research project sponsored by Wave Energy
Scotland (WES) seeks to address the issue of uncertainty surrounding lifetime
costs of wave energy arrays using an O&M simulation tool. The tool has been built
around the Pelamis P2 device (figure 1). Between 2008 and 2014, the two Pelamis
P2 machines gained over 11,000 grid connected hours at the European Marine
Energy Centre (EMEC) in Orkney. This vast knowledge and experience can be
used to analyse different O&M strategy considerations and reduce the levelised
cost of energy of future wave energy arrays.

The O&M tool uses a Markov-based weather model to generate a synthetic time
series of weather conditions [1]. Wave and wind data for Farr Point, a site off the
North coast of Scotland previously being developed as a Pelamis wave farm, has
been used for this study. Figure 4 characterises Farr Point in terms of accessibility
given three different operational limits. Experience gained during the Pelamis P2
testing programme showed that marine operations are not only constrained by
significant wave height, but also by wave period and wind speed.
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Figure 4: CDF of installation accessibility during winter for the Farr Point dataset used in
this study. Three different scenarios of marine operational constraints are modelled.
Figure 1: One of the two Pelamis P2 machines operating at EMEC in 2012
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Case Study: Pelamis P2
The Pelamis P2 device was designed with a ‘plug in and play’ O&M strategy. This
was achieved through the use of a remotely controlled, quick release and engage
mechanism, ensuring a ‘hands-free’, subsea electrical and mechanical connection.
This meant that marine operations could be carried out in much rougher seas than
was previously possible, and with low-cost multipurpose workboats (figure 2). This
study models a wave farm of 10 P2 devices over a lifetime of 20 years.

Marine Operations at Night
One consideration that operators of a wave farm will need to consider is whether
or not to undertake marine operations at night. Figures 5 and 6 below show that
being able to carry out marine operations in the dark leads to both increased
availability and increased revenue of the farm. However, the extra experience
required and additional costs involved could outweigh these benefits.
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Figure 2: A Pelamis P2 device being towed for installation at EMEC in 2012
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Figure 5: Average availability of the wave farm in
each year of operation, with and without the
ability to install or remove devices in the dark

Figure 6: Average revenue of the wave farm in
each year of operation, with and without the
ability to install or remove devices in the dark

Modelling an O&M Strategy

Conclusions and Further Work

The Monte Carlo-based O&M tool used in this study utilises failure rate data to
simulate the occurrence of faults during machine operation. This ‘reactive’
maintenance approach is accompanied by a ‘proactive’ annual routine service on
each machine, resulting in a complete O&M strategy. The inputs to the tool have
built upon the expert knowledge and experience gained over the course of the P2
testing programme.

The adjoining paper submitted with this poster explores some key O&M strategy
considerations in more detail. Other considerations assessed in the study are the
use of short term contractors to assist with scheduled maintenance, and the idea
of having a spare machine kept at the quayside ready for installation when
required. This study has shown that a slight increase in availability and revenue of
the wave farm can be gained when marine operations can be undertaken at night,
however, more significant improvements can be made with a solid workforce plan.
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Further work in this research project will address the areas of uncertainty within
the O&M tool, such as failure rate estimates. It will also involve building the O&M
tool around another wave energy converter in order to develop a method of
estimating the lifetime costs of any wave array.
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Figure 3: O&M tool flowchart showing key inputs and outputs
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